K+S Supports Numerous Different Repairable Parts
Within an Automated Robotic Weld Cell

Our Repair Capabilities:

- Robot Controller Electronics
- Weld Power Sources
- Controllers
- Wire Feeders
- Robot Wrist Assemblies
- Light Curtains
- HMI’S / Monitors
- PLCS
- Servo Motors
- Servo Actuators
- Teach Pendants
- Torch Reamers
- Weld Guns
- Weld Tips

Our core belief is providing quality repairs at a competitive price. We achieve this high standard of quality by developing in-house system test capabilities to test each unit to ensure it meets or exceeds OEM specifications. After the unit is repaired it is tested in a closed loop system to simulate how the unit will operate when placed back into service. Each repaired unit comes with a detailed failure analysis report letting you know why the unit failed and how the unit was repaired and tested. We also provide a one year in-service warranty.